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The DuBois House
History
With their gingerbread trim and ornate decoration the Queen
Anne style is what most people imagine when they think of
a Victorian house. Houses of this style were built throughout
the country between 1880 and WWI. They could be found
in towns and cities of all sizes. Many remain today, some
lovingly restored to their former glory.
The prototype for our kit is located in Livingston Manor,
NY. It was built in 1884 for A.P. Dubois, a successful
merchant in town. In fact, the Dubois family seemed to
own a good chunk of the town between the general
mercantile store and a retail coal and oil dealership. They
even had a street named after them. Their house was located
adjacent to the railroad tracks and across the street from
the family store. The house remained the family home for
many years. It still stands today, beautifully restored, a
survivor from an earlier era.
Upper Right: Crews put the finishing touches on the
prototype DuBois house circa 1884. A.P. is the gent standing
on the porch with the dapper hat!
Photo courtesy of Wayne Levitt, Bill Schneider collection.

Lower Right: The DuBois house today.
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Kit basics
Assembly is not difficult, but being such an ornate house be prepared to spend a little time on the
house. You will need a few basic tools and supplies to build the kit. A sharp hobby knife and white
glue are all that is required for most of the assembly. Some modelers might find a single-edged
razor blade helpful.
Our kit consists of laser-cut wood and plastic components. Many of the parts are backed with a
peel and stick coating to ease assembly. The peel and stick adhesive allows the part locations to be
adjusted slightly when first applied, but will set up to a permanent bond in a few hours.
Components are held on the larger sheets with small tabs. Use a sharp knife or razor to remove the
parts by cutting through the tabs. Because of the number of components we recommend that you
remove the parts as you use them since it’s easier to keep track of them this way. Be careful when
cutting the tabs, many of the parts are delicate.
We use white glue (Elmer’s or similar) for the wood-to-wood joints. Yellow carpenter’s wood glue
can also be used. Some modelers like to use a small (#1 or similar) paint brush to apply glue in
tighter locations. It can be helpful to use bits of masking tape to hold corners together while the
glue dries. Plastic model cement will be needed for the roof trim, and epoxy or ACC (super glue)
for the chimneys.
Although the letter call outs on the parts may seem random, they are identified in the order of
assembly. Follow down through the alphabet and you should have no problems. All of the walls
are tabbed so that they fit only the correct adjacent walls.
Painting
Many houses of this era carried fancy paint schemes and are often referred to as “Painted Ladies”.
According to the current owner of the prototype house paint scrapings and research have reveled
that:
“The original scheme was a combination of olive green, forest green, cranberry, drab and a
sort of yellowish green (yes, five colors!) depending on whether the colors were on the
clapboards, window sashes, trim, posts, corner boards or brackets.”
In later years the color schemes tended to become simpler and less colorful. For example, the
Dubois house was painted gray with white trim for a number of years, later changed to yellow with
white trim.
A number of excellent photo books on Victorian houses can be found in your local library or
bookstore and are worth a peek if you’re looking for inspiration. A quick search of the internet will
reveal many web sites with numerous photos that can also provide color scheme ideas.
We recommend you assemble the basic shell and roof of the house before painting the walls to
minimize the possibility of warping. It is also easiest to pre-paint many of the trim components
while they are still on the sheet. Final touch up can be done after the parts are installed. If you
choose to use water-based paints please be sure to paint both sides of the wood to minimize
warping. Don’t panic if the wood warps while the paint is still wet, in most cases it will straighten
out after the paint dries.
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1
Constructing the shell

2

We’ll start by building the basic shell of the house. The wall system is designed to form an “egg-crate” structure that
will be pretty strong once assembled. Make note of the orientation of the wood siding to make sure the clapboards end
up on the outside of the house and not inside the dining room!
1) Start construction by gluing the short side walls “B” and “C” into wall “A”. Now glue wall “D” to “B” and “C”.
Once this assembly has dried, glue wall “E” into the slot on wall “A”.
2) Now add wall “F” and “G” into wall “E”. Note the orientation of the siding on these parts – The siding on wall “F”
should face towards wall “A”. The siding on wall “G” should face AWAY from wall “A”. (see diagram)

3a

3b

3a) Next, glue wall “H” to slots on wall “F” and to wall “A” as shown. Now glue front wall “I” into its slot in wall “E”,
3b) Now add the bay window wall “J” to the ends of walls “I” and “F”.

4

Completed
4) Add wall “K” to walls “A” and “G”, then insert wall “L” into the slots in wall “D”. Finally glue wall “M” to the ends
of walls “E” and “K”. Now stand back, take a deep breath and admire your handywork!
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5a

5b

5c

Sub-Roof:
The rather complex looking roof line adds a lot of character to the building. It is made up of several overlapping panels
and most of the main panels have slots to engage the tabs on the walls. Be gentle and don’t force the parts onto the tabs,
particularly on the small peaked side walls as these are fairly delicate around the window openings. For part numbers
refer to the diagrams or the roof parts layout on the last page of these instructions.
5a) Start assembly of the roof by gluing sub-roof panel “R1” in place as shown. Follow by adding panels “R2”, “R3”
(note that the top edge of R2 overlaps R3).
5b) Now glue roof panel “R4” into place as shown. Be gentle so you don’t break the peak off the side wall. (If you do
break off the peak, glue it back into place and reinforce the joint with a scrap of peel-and-stick wood across the back.
A section of trim will cover the front wall in this area).
5c) Now add “R5” opposite “R1”as shown. It should overlap “R1”at the top.

5d

5e

5f

5d)Now glue section “R6” into place. Run a little extra glue along the edges of this part to secure it fully.
5e) Now glue panel “R7” into place. Run a little extra glue along the edges to secure it. Panel “R8” now gets glued to
the other side of the dormer.
5f) Finally, add section “R9” into place.
See, that wasn’t too bad, was it? This is the best time to paint the walls whatever base color you’re using. As mentioned
above, be sure to spray both sides of the walls if using acrylic paint. You may also want to paint the interior walls black
where you will be able to see them through the windows later.
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6a
Dormer peak trim

6b

6a/b) Remove the triangular panels from the 1/64 trim sheet and mount into place using the peel and stick backing.
Now carefully remove the scribed triangular panels from the sub-roof sheet being careful not to break off any of the
small trim along the bottom edge. Glue these into place on top of the plywood trim using white glue. Once the glue is
dry, paint these parts. This is a great place to use a complimentary color to the colors you’re using on the walls and trim,
it will really make the roof peaks jump out.

Windows
7) Ok, let’s get this out of the
way right now…. This house has
a lot of windows! Constructing
them is not that difficult, just
plan on spending a little time on
them. Each window consists of
an upper and lower sash, frame
and glazing. There is also a
decorative trim piece for the top
of each window frame. The
sashes, frames and trim are on
the window trim sheet. As
mentioned before, it is easiest to
paint these parts while they are
still attached to the sheet. You
can touch up the edges later.

STYLE A

STYLE D

STYLE B

STYLE E

STYLE C

STYLE F

STYLE G

Styles A,B,C & D) Start window construction with the sashes. Remove the lower sash and peel the backing paper off
the peel and stick adhesive. Set the glazing in place and press. Now do the same with the upper sash – note that the
glazing extends only as far as the bottom of the window opening. Now place the lower sash into place behind the upper
sash. Once you’re happy with the location press them together. (The lower sash can be placed in an open position if
desired, and this can really add to the appearance of the house).
Now add the small section of trim to each the window frame (its easier to do this while they’re still on the sheet).
Remove the frame from the parts sheet, center the window sash assembly in the frame and press into place. Note that
the window frame extends past the sash assembly on all sides. Take the whole assembly and press into the appropriate
opening in the wall. (We have identified each wndow style with a letter - see the diagram on the next page for locations
of each style). The peel and stick backing on the frame will be enough to hold it in place. That’s it, one dynamite
window. Only 36 more to go….
Style E)The small windows for the roof peaks mount slightly differently from the main windows – the outer frame is
built into the peak trim section. Paint the trim section first (be sure to get into all the little edges!). Now assemble the
inner sashes as before, then mount the completed assembly to the back of the peak trim using the peel and stick backing
on the trim. Be careful to keep everything centered. Now press the peak trim into place. (Note that there are two
patterns of trim, a diagonal design and a square design. The square design goes on the front dormer.)
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Window Placement
Doors
The doors are constructed in the same way as the
windows. First remove the peel-and-stick backing and
apply the glazing to the back of the door, then apply
the lower door panel. Now locate the door frame and
stick it to the door being careful to keep the door
centered side to side in the frame and flush with the
bottom edge. Now press the door assembly into the
appropriate opening.

Porches
The three porches add much of the character to this
house. You will find the numbered parts sheet layout
above, refer to it as you put the porches together.
8) Start construction of the porches by gluing the
backing panels to the back of porch railings #1, 2, 3,
5 and 7 as shown.

Doors

8
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8a
8a) We’ll construct the front porch first.
Remove the peel and stick backing from the
front porch floor found on the 1/32 trim sheet
and insert the tab along the left edge under
the railing on section 2 (see diagram) and press
into place to secure it. Repeat with the right
edge and railing section 3. Now place railing
section 1 into place followed by section 4.
Apply small amounts of white glue where
shown and set aside to dry.
Now glue the center stair support into the slot
in railing section 1. Finally glue the front
porch assembly into the slots in the front wall.
The side porches are next. They are
constructed in the same manner as the front
porch, just using fewer parts! Refer to the
diagrams for parts placement.

8b

8b) Now add the peaked panel above the front
steps as shown. Next install the peel and stick
panels that make up the main porch roofs.
These are found on the 1/32 trim sheet.

Bay Window
9) The bay window is constructed by applying
a 1/32 plywood skin onto two 1/16 plywood
formers (found on the porch parts sheet). Note
that the 1/32 plywood is scored. The two side
sections need to be folded back gently along
the scored lines as shown. The peel and stick
will locate the part but it is a good idea to
reinforce the joint with a bit of white glue
applied on the inside. Glue the assembled bay
into place as shown.
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10a
Stone

10b

10a/b) A pre-cut peel and stick stone sheet is provided to represent the foundation. Remove each section from the sheet
and press into place. Test fit each piece before pressing into place. A few of the sections have been left a little long and
may need to be trimmed slightly to give a tight joint at the coners.
Once in place paint the stonework with a gray or brown paint. Spend a few minutes and pick out some of the individual
stones with lighter and darker shades of your base color. Once this is dry follow with a wash of light gray or black to
represent the mortar between the stones (Light gray will make the foundation appear newer, black older). Finally dry
brush some light gray or tan highlights into the stones.

11a
Trim

11b

11a) Before we add the trim pieces we first need to
install the peaked roof over the front steps. This is
found on the 1/32 trim sheet. Bend it on the scored
line and install as shown.
11b/c) The porch trim pieces are found on the window
trim sheet. All other trim items are found on the 1/64
trim sheet. Starting with the porch trim and using the
diagrams as a guide, press each piece of trim into place
as shown. Test fit each section before pressing into
place. Note that the corner trim boards are two
different widths. This is to allow them to overlap at
each corner for an even appearance.
The corner trim above each porch should be left off
until the roofing shingles are applied.

11c
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12a
Shingles

12b

12c

12a/b) Pre-cut peel and stick plastic roofing shingles
are included. These are pressed into place as shown in
the diagrams above.
12b) The bay window shingles and trim can be added
next. The three small dog bone shaped cornices that
above each of the windows. The narrow strips of trim
should be folded and pressed into place just below the
roof eaves and just below the windows (see diagram).
The two narrow strips go on either side of the bay
window to conceal the eges of the bay.
12c) Once you have the shingles in place add the corner
trim above the porches. This will need to be cut to fit
from the longer sections on the 1/64 trim sheet.

Final Trim
13a/b) Several strips of thin styrene have been provided
to use as roof peak trim and flashing. Each section needs
to be cut to length and glued into place on each roof
ridge line and valley using styrene cement. See diagram.

13a

Once these strips have been glued in place you can paint
the roof. Gray, dark red, green and tan are all good base
colors for the shingles. You can paint the flashing in the
roof valleys with either a copper color or a medium green
to represent copper flashing. Once the paint is dry add
a thin wash of black to bring out the joints and follow
with a dry brushing of a lighter shade of the base color
to pick out the highlights. Each dormer has a two-piece
eaves trim that should be added next. These parts are
found on the 1/64 trim sheet. The sawtooth top section
is delicate, be careful when removing it from the sheet.
Line the straight edge of the sawtooth trim with the upper
edge of the lower section and press into place. The
completed trim can then be installed on the edge of the
roof as shown.
There are six basement windows on the 1/64 trim sheet.
These should be glued to the backside of the walls,
centered on the basement window openings.

13b
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Chimneys and Steps
14) We have provided two resin chimneys. These can
be located in any number of locations, we have
indicated the prototype locations on the diagram. You
will need to trim the bottom of each chimney using a
razor saw to fit your chosen location. Glue the
chimney into place using ACC or epoxy.
Finally we will add the steps. The treads for the steps
are on the 1/64 trim sheet. Note that three of the treads
are longer; these are for the front steps. The risers
for the porch steps are on the porch parts sheet. Glue
these into place as shown then add the peel and stick
treads on top.

Shutters
Optional peel and stick shutters are included on the
window trim sheet. The house was originally built
with shutters, but sometime during its history they
were removed. If you choose to use the sutters simply
remove them from the parts sheet and press into
location. Since these would have been working
shutters they should “hinge” at the edge of the
window opening, overlapping the window frame (see diagram).
This completes construction of your kit. All that is left is to find a showcase location on your layout for it, and some
fancy garden planting around it.
We hope you’ve enjoyed this kit. If you have any problems or comments, please contact us at:

Branchline Trains
323 Park Ave. East Hartford, CT. 06108

(860) 289-8296
For a full list of our products, see our web site:

www. branchline-trains.com
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Stair treads

Corner
Trim
Stair treads

Porch
Backing
Panels

Bay
Window
Trim

Porch Trim

1/64 trim sheet

Window sheet
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REAR PORCH
FLOOR
REAR PORCH
ROOF

SIDE PORCH
FLOOR

FRONT PORCH
FLOOR

SIDE PORCH
ROOF

FRONT PORCH
ROOF

1/32 trim sheet

R2
R4

R5

R9
R8

R6
R3

R1

R7

Sub Roof Sheet
We will replace any damaged or defective
parts. Please contact our customer service
department at:
(860) 289-8296
Please be sure to reference the kit number
and these parts descriptions when asking for
replacements.

Stone sheet
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Branchline Trains
323 Park Ave. East Hartford, CT 06108
(860) 289-8296
For a full list of our products see our web site at
www.branchline-trains.com
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